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A Complete Guide on Successfully Starting Your First Saltwater Reef AquariumPlus An
Extensive Guide of Reef Safe Fish and Invertebrates!!!

From the Inside FlapEnd food boredom and diet burnout with more than 400 sophisticated, low-
carbohydrate dinners that are bursting with flavor--and on the table in under 30 minutes!
Hundreds of thousands have embraced the low-carbohydrate lifestyle finding that a diet based
on lean protein, fruits, and vegetables and less dependent on simple carbohydrates has helped
them look and feel better. But a monotonous menu of steak and salad or expensive, additive-
laden prepared foods has been the undoing of many a successful diet regimen.The solution?
Linda West Eckhardt and Katherine West DeFoyd have devised more than 100 protein-rich, low-
carbohydrate dinners that will satisfy even the most demanding diners. Drawing on their
experiences as award-winning cookbook authors, Eckhardt and DeFoyd have developed a
tempting range of high-protein meals that are quick enough to make on a weeknight but elegant
enough to share with guests -- and so delicious they'll never know they've been shortchanged
on carbohyd rates, fat, and calories.Each entree in The High-Protein Cookbook * Provides at
least 30 grams of protein, yet is light on fat and calories.* Is styled for two people but can easily
be doubled or tripled* Uses short lists of fresh, healthful ingredients* Is based on simple cooking
techniques requiring no special equipment* Avoids "artificial" products and flavorings* Contains
reasonable amounts of high-quality protein balanced by ample servings of vegetables and
fruitsWith chapters devoted to side dishes and salads, sauces and condiments, and even
sinfully satisfying desserts that won't break the carbohydrate bank, The High-Protein Cookbook
is the perfect companion to many of today's most popular dietary regimens and an enticing
argument for cutting back on excess carbohydrates.From the Back CoverEnd food boredom and
diet burnout with more than 400 sophisticated, low-carbohydrate dinners that are bursting with
flavor--and on the table in under 30 minutes!Hundreds of thousands have embraced the low-
carbohydrate lifestyle finding that a diet based on lean protein, fruits, and vegetables and less
dependent on simple carbohydrates has helped them look and feel better. But a monotonous
menu of steak and salad or expensive, additive-laden prepared foods has been the undoing of
many a successful diet regimen.The solution? Linda West Eckhardt and Katherine West DeFoyd
have devised more than 100 protein-rich, low-carbohydrate dinners that will satisfy even the
most demanding diners. Drawing on their experiences as award-winning cookbook authors,
Eckhardt and DeFoyd have developed a tempting range of high-protein meals that are quick
enough to make on a weeknight but elegant enough to share with guests -- and so delicious
they'll never know they've been shortchanged on carbohyd rates, fat, and calories.Each entree
in The High-Protein Cookbook * Provides at least 30 grams of protein, yet is light on fat and



calories.* Is styled for two people but can easily be doubled or tripled* Uses short lists of fresh,
healthful ingredients* Is based on simple cooking techniques requiring no special equipment*
Avoids "artificial" products and flavorings* Contains reasonable amounts of high-quality protein
balanced by ample servings of vegetables and fruitsWith chapters devoted to side dishes and
salads, sauces and condiments, and even sinfully satisfying desserts that won't break the
carbohydrate bank, The High-Protein Cookbook is the perfect companion to many of today's
most popular dietary regimens and an enticing argument for cutting back on excess
carbohydrates.About the AuthorA respected food writer whose work has appeared in Redbook,
Cooking Light, and Country Living magazines, LINDA WEST ECKHARDT is the author of
sixteen cookbooks, including Bread in Half the Time, which won the IACP's Julia Child Award for
Best Book of the Year. With her daughter, KATHERINE WEST DEFOYD, she has written
Entertaining 101 (winner of a 1998 James Beard Award for Best Entertaining Cookbook) and
Stylish One-Dish Dinners. Both live and write in Maplewood, New Jersey.Excerpt. © Reprinted
by permission. All rights reserved.Roasted Shrimp with Fresh Ginger on Wilted WatercressThe
sweet flavor of shrimp is complemented by the complex blend known as five-spice powder,
which is in turn counterbalanced by peppery watercress. A completely satisfying meal.Makes 2
Servings2 tablespoons olive oil1 tablespoon chopped fresh ginger1 large garlic clove, finely
chopped¼ teaspoon five-spice powder½ teaspoon kosher salt½ teaspoon freshly milled black
pepper12 ounces large shrimp, peeled4 cups watercress, rinsed and rough stems
removedPreheat the oven to 350° F. Stir together the oil, ginger, garlic, five-spice powder, salt,
and pepper in a medium bowl. Toss in the shrimp, coating evenly, then cover and let stand for 10
minutes or so.Arrange the shrimp in one layer on a baking sheet. Roast until the shrimp turns
pink, 3 minutes. Remove the shrimp from the oven and set aside on a warm plate, covered, to
keep warm. Place the watercress (still wet from washing) in a hot skillet and stir-fry just until
wilted, about 1 minute. Divide the watercress between two dinner plates and top with hot
roasted shrimp. Serve at once.Nutritional Analysis: 263 calories, FAT 16 g, PROTEIN 28 g,
CARB 3 g, FIBER 1 g, CHOL 242 mg, IRON 5 mg, SODIUM 888 mg, CALC 141
mg--------------------------------------------------------------------------------Thai Style Beef Mint SaladThis
dazzling green salad is truly mouthwatering. It combines salty, sour, and sweet flavors for a
completely satisfying meal. The dressing recipe is a basic Thai sauce that can be used on many
other mixed greens, bean sprouts, and cabbage. Some theorize that crunchy food is so
appealing because it allows us to vent our frustrations; better to crunch on a salad than on
potato chips . . . or your coworkers or your partner.Makes 2 servingsDressing½ cup fresh lime
juice (about 2 limes)2 tablespoons fish sauce (nuoc mam)¼ teaspoon sugar2 teaspoons
vegetable oilOne 6-inch piece fresh lemongrass (tender center cut into three 2-inch pieces)One
10-ounce New York strip steak1 tablespoon chili powder (we love Gebhardt's)2 cups romaine
lettuce, washed, dried, and sliced into 1-inch-thick ribbons¾ cup fresh mint leaves, cut into
ribbons½ cup fresh basil leaves, cut into ribbons1 large hard-cooked egg, slicedMix together the
dressing ingredients in a large salad bowl and set aside.Heat an indoor or outdoor gas grill or a



dry cast-iron skillet for 5 minutes, or light a charcoal fire. Grill the steak until medium-rare, 3 to 4
minutes on each side (if using a black skillet, you will want to spray it with cooking spray). When
the meat is cooked, cut it into thin slices and toss with the dressing. Remove to a plate and
sprinkle the steak slices with chili powder. Remove the lemongrass stalks from the dressing.
Now, in the same bowl, toss in the romaine lettuce, mint leaves, and basil leaves. Toss the
greens thoroughly and divide them equally between two plates. Top with slices of steak and
sliced eggs. Sprinkle the eggs with chili powder.Nutritional Analysis: 573 calories, FAT 33 g,
PROTEIN 57 g, CARB 11 g, FIBER 3 g, CHOL 246 mg, IRON 7 mg, SODIUM 1,549 mg, CALC
133 mg--------------------------------------------------------------------------------Shirley's Sautéed Sherry
ChickenKeep packages of chicken tenders or boneless, skinless chicken breasts handy for
quick, brightly flavored dinners you can have on the table in a flash.Makes 2 servings2 boneless,
skinless chicken breasts(10 ounces total), split and pounded to ¼-inch thickness½ teaspoon
kosher salt½ teaspoon freshly milled black pepper1 teaspoon olive oil1 teaspoon unsalted
butter½ cup finely chopped onion2 garlic cloves, chopped1 teaspoon Dijon mustard2 teaspoons
sherry vinegar1 tablespoon extra-virgin olive oil4 cups mesclun or mixed baby lettuces1
teaspoon dried cranberriesSeason the chicken with salt and pepper. Heat a skillet over medium-
high heat, then add the olive oil and butter. Cook the chopped onion and garlic until transluscent,
about 4 minutes. Move the vegetables to the sides of the pan to make room for the chicken.
Place the breasts in the pan and let them cook undisturbed until they begin to brown on the
edges, about 2 minutes. Turn once and continue to cook until the chicken is done, about 2 more
minutes.Stir together the mustard and vinegar in a small bowl. Spoon ½ teaspoon of the mixture
into a mixing bowl and set aside. Pour the rest over the chicken and onion mixture in the pan.
Cook and stir 1 more minute.While the chicken is cooking, whisk the extra-virgin olive oil into the
mustard mixture in the mixing bowl. Toss the salad greens in this vinaigrette, then divide
between two plates. Top with cooked chicken and finish with dried cranberries. Serve at
once.Nutritional Analysis: 436 calories, FAT 23 g, PROTEIN 45 g, CARB 12 g, FIBER 3 g, CHOL
124 mg, IRON 3 mg, SODIUM 774 mg, CALC 120 mgRead more
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How to Easily Set-up A Saltwater Reef AquariumNothing holds the attention of visitors to a
marine aquarium store more than the sight of a healthy, completely stocked, miniature reef
aquarium. The variety of colors, shapes and odd-looking creatures is both bewildering and
intoxicating. The gentle swaying of the coral polyps, the sparkling of light on the rocks and the
darting of the fish in and out of the rock work, like so many butterflies in a field of flowers, can
quickly entice the novice aquarist to purchase such a system. Yet, there is much more than
meets the eye to these systems, and unless one is prepared, you can quickly become
discouraged, and drop out of this branch of the hobby. Unfortunately this does not happen
before hundreds, if not thousands, of dollars have been spent, and even more unfortunate,
before dozens of animals have died. The secrets to having a successful reef aquarium include;
having patience, gaining knowledge, exercising caution, reading everything, and practicing
common sense. I also believe very strongly that you should not follow the advice of someone
unless you can see what they themselves have accomplished using those methods. If you follow
someone's advice you will most likely end up with what they have, so it would be a good idea to
see if that is really what you would like your tank to look like.There are so many factors to
consider when setting up a reef tank that it is impossible to cover everything in a single article.
Therefore I have provided a list of references at the end of this article that I encourage you to
read as much of as possible BEFORE you start your aquarium. It often strikes me as strange
that although most rational people will spend weeks researching and reading everything they
can about a major purchase such as a car, these same people can turn around and hand over
$5000 to purchase a reef aquarium setup, knowing very little about it. In my experience, most
aquarists end up spending 3x as much money as they should have by fixing mistakes they made
out of ignorance or by purchasing equipment/supplies they later learned they could do
without.One owes it to the animals that will eventually be put into these systems, to learn as
much as you can BEFORE you begin. Reading everything you can get your hands on will
probably serve to show you that there are many different ways advocated to keep these
systems, and you will become quite confused. At this point you should seek out knowledgeable
people in your area who have reef systems and see what they are doing. If there is an aquarium
club in your area with a marine group, then join it. If there is no aquarium club then join the
specialty societies listed in many aquarium magazines. In the aquarium club I belong to, the
most common comment made by new members is "I wish I had known about you people before
I started!" Also, frequent the marine store in your area and get their advice. But more importantly,
frequenting a marine store will expose you to other hobbyists, and it is from these people that
you can also learn a great deal. Finally, no matter what advice you get, you must learn to
exercise caution, a healthy dose of skepticism and common sense.Cost BreakdownBelow is
given a rough outline on the costs involved in setting up a 65 gallon reef system. It is very difficult
to give an accurate cost breakdown due to the wide variety of equipment and prices available.



Careful comparison shopping should lower the total.65 Gallon Aquarium $200Stand $100Light
SystemFluorescent $400Metal Halide $500Trickle Filter $300-$400Water Pump
$200Powerhead $30Plumbing Materials $200Protein Skimmer $200-$400Live Rock $5-$8 per
lb.Salt $20Test Kits $150Total: ~$2500Having said all of the above, I would like to say that the
methods I will cover in this article are based on my own experience, those of dozens of others
and what I have seen in my travels across North America and Europe. I am not saying that this is
the only way to do it, nor necessarily the best way, but it is what has worked for me and many
others. If anyone tells you that their way is the best or only way to proceed then they are not only
fooling you but themselves as well. The intent of this article will be to serve as a guide to get you
started with a 65-gallon aquarium in such a way as to ensure the greatest possible chance for
success, at a reasonable expense. Once you gain experience and confidence, then you can
start looking for ways to change or improve your system.1. Aquarium Selection and
PlacementThe first thing you must decide upon is what type of reef aquarium you want to
maintain. Do you want to keep mainly soft corals or stony corals or are algae more your thing?
The types of animals you choose to keep will have a great deal of influence on the type of
aquarium and ancillary equipment you will need to purchase. You must realize that beginning a
marine reef aquarium is a major commitment. You will be keeping animals that come to you
directly from the wild. Therefore, you must be prepared to do what ever it takes to keep them in
the best possible health. A reef aquarium is not something you can just set up and walk away
from. Really good reef aquariums require time and nurturing to reach their full potential two or
three years down the road. As a good friend of mine once wrote, only bad things happen quickly
in a reef aquarium; good things happen slowly (Paletta, 1992). If you are not prepared to make
this type of commitment, then this branch of the hobby is not for you.Generally speaking, the
larger the aquarium, the more forgiving it is of mistakes in water quality management. Not to say
that aquariums of less than 50 gallons cannot be kept, only that one needs to be a little more
vigilant that's all. A small mistake, such as a stuck heater, will have a much greater and quicker
effect in a small aquarium compared to a larger aquarium. The greatest drawback to large
aquariums though, is that you have to spend quite a bit of money to fill it with animals, perform
water changes and it takes longer to clean.When looking for an aquarium, beware the tall,
narrow variety often available. They present numerous problems such as a poor surface area to
volume ratio (very important for proper gas exchange), and difficulties in decorating and
cleaning. An aquarium should at least be as deep as it is high. The standard 48"x18"x18" 65-
gallon aquarium is an ideal size to begin with. It's length easily allows for the use of the most
commonly available 48" fluorescent and metal halide lighting systems, and its depth and height
make it easy to decorate and maintain.Before purchasing an aquarium you should make sure
that it fits in with the dimensions of the room and that the floor where it will be placed can
support the weight. Placing a reef aquarium where it will receive a few hours of natural daylight is
not a problem. In fact, it can be quite beneficial to the light loving invertebrates you will be
keeping. As long as no overheating problems can occur, I see nothing wrong with this. The belief



that natural sunlight will cause algae outbreaks is nonsense in a properly run reef tank. When
choosing a site for the aquarium, keep in mind the availability of electrical outlets and a sink,
both of which you will need ready access to.How to Easily Set-up A Saltwater Reef
AquariumNothing holds the attention of visitors to a marine aquarium store more than the sight
of a healthy, completely stocked, miniature reef aquarium. The variety of colors, shapes and odd-
looking creatures is both bewildering and intoxicating. The gentle swaying of the coral polyps,
the sparkling of light on the rocks and the darting of the fish in and out of the rock work, like so
many butterflies in a field of flowers, can quickly entice the novice aquarist to purchase such a
system. Yet, there is much more than meets the eye to these systems, and unless one is
prepared, you can quickly become discouraged, and drop out of this branch of the hobby.
Unfortunately this does not happen before hundreds, if not thousands, of dollars have been
spent, and even more unfortunate, before dozens of animals have died. The secrets to having a
successful reef aquarium include; having patience, gaining knowledge, exercising caution,
reading everything, and practicing common sense. I also believe very strongly that you should
not follow the advice of someone unless you can see what they themselves have accomplished
using those methods. If you follow someone's advice you will most likely end up with what they
have, so it would be a good idea to see if that is really what you would like your tank to look
like.There are so many factors to consider when setting up a reef tank that it is impossible to
cover everything in a single article. Therefore I have provided a list of references at the end of
this article that I encourage you to read as much of as possible BEFORE you start your
aquarium. It often strikes me as strange that although most rational people will spend weeks
researching and reading everything they can about a major purchase such as a car, these same
people can turn around and hand over $5000 to purchase a reef aquarium setup, knowing very
little about it. In my experience, most aquarists end up spending 3x as much money as they
should have by fixing mistakes they made out of ignorance or by purchasing equipment/supplies
they later learned they could do without.One owes it to the animals that will eventually be put into
these systems, to learn as much as you can BEFORE you begin. Reading everything you can
get your hands on will probably serve to show you that there are many different ways advocated
to keep these systems, and you will become quite confused. At this point you should seek out
knowledgeable people in your area who have reef systems and see what they are doing. If there
is an aquarium club in your area with a marine group, then join it. If there is no aquarium club
then join the specialty societies listed in many aquarium magazines. In the aquarium club I
belong to, the most common comment made by new members is "I wish I had known about you
people before I started!" Also, frequent the marine store in your area and get their advice. But
more importantly, frequenting a marine store will expose you to other hobbyists, and it is from
these people that you can also learn a great deal. Finally, no matter what advice you get, you
must learn to exercise caution, a healthy dose of skepticism and common sense.Cost
BreakdownBelow is given a rough outline on the costs involved in setting up a 65 gallon reef
system. It is very difficult to give an accurate cost breakdown due to the wide variety of



equipment and prices available. Careful comparison shopping should lower the total.65 Gallon
Aquarium $200Stand $100Light SystemFluorescent $400Metal Halide $500Trickle Filter $300-
$400Water Pump $200Powerhead $30Plumbing Materials $200Protein Skimmer $200-
$400Live Rock $5-$8 per lb.Salt $20Test Kits $150Total: ~$2500Having said all of the above, I
would like to say that the methods I will cover in this article are based on my own experience,
those of dozens of others and what I have seen in my travels across North America and Europe.
I am not saying that this is the only way to do it, nor necessarily the best way, but it is what has
worked for me and many others. If anyone tells you that their way is the best or only way to
proceed then they are not only fooling you but themselves as well. The intent of this article will
be to serve as a guide to get you started with a 65-gallon aquarium in such a way as to ensure
the greatest possible chance for success, at a reasonable expense. Once you gain experience
and confidence, then you can start looking for ways to change or improve your system.1.
Aquarium Selection and PlacementThe first thing you must decide upon is what type of reef
aquarium you want to maintain. Do you want to keep mainly soft corals or stony corals or are
algae more your thing? The types of animals you choose to keep will have a great deal of
influence on the type of aquarium and ancillary equipment you will need to purchase. You must
realize that beginning a marine reef aquarium is a major commitment. You will be keeping
animals that come to you directly from the wild. Therefore, you must be prepared to do what ever
it takes to keep them in the best possible health. A reef aquarium is not something you can just
set up and walk away from. Really good reef aquariums require time and nurturing to reach their
full potential two or three years down the road. As a good friend of mine once wrote, only bad
things happen quickly in a reef aquarium; good things happen slowly (Paletta, 1992). If you are
not prepared to make this type of commitment, then this branch of the hobby is not for
you.Generally speaking, the larger the aquarium, the more forgiving it is of mistakes in water
quality management. Not to say that aquariums of less than 50 gallons cannot be kept, only that
one needs to be a little more vigilant that's all. A small mistake, such as a stuck heater, will have
a much greater and quicker effect in a small aquarium compared to a larger aquarium. The
greatest drawback to large aquariums though, is that you have to spend quite a bit of money to
fill it with animals, perform water changes and it takes longer to clean.When looking for an
aquarium, beware the tall, narrow variety often available. They present numerous problems such
as a poor surface area to volume ratio (very important for proper gas exchange), and difficulties
in decorating and cleaning. An aquarium should at least be as deep as it is high. The standard
48"x18"x18" 65-gallon aquarium is an ideal size to begin with. It's length easily allows for the use
of the most commonly available 48" fluorescent and metal halide lighting systems, and its depth
and height make it easy to decorate and maintain.Before purchasing an aquarium you should
make sure that it fits in with the dimensions of the room and that the floor where it will be placed
can support the weight. Placing a reef aquarium where it will receive a few hours of natural
daylight is not a problem. In fact, it can be quite beneficial to the light loving invertebrates you will
be keeping. As long as no overheating problems can occur, I see nothing wrong with this. The



belief that natural sunlight will cause algae outbreaks is nonsense in a properly run reef tank.
When choosing a site for the aquarium, keep in mind the availability of electrical outlets and a
sink, both of which you will need ready access to.How to Easily Set-up A Saltwater Reef
AquariumNothing holds the attention of visitors to a marine aquarium store more than the sight
of a healthy, completely stocked, miniature reef aquarium. The variety of colors, shapes and odd-
looking creatures is both bewildering and intoxicating. The gentle swaying of the coral polyps,
the sparkling of light on the rocks and the darting of the fish in and out of the rock work, like so
many butterflies in a field of flowers, can quickly entice the novice aquarist to purchase such a
system. Yet, there is much more than meets the eye to these systems, and unless one is
prepared, you can quickly become discouraged, and drop out of this branch of the hobby.
Unfortunately this does not happen before hundreds, if not thousands, of dollars have been
spent, and even more unfortunate, before dozens of animals have died. The secrets to having a
successful reef aquarium include; having patience, gaining knowledge, exercising caution,
reading everything, and practicing common sense. I also believe very strongly that you should
not follow the advice of someone unless you can see what they themselves have accomplished
using those methods. If you follow someone's advice you will most likely end up with what they
have, so it would be a good idea to see if that is really what you would like your tank to look
like.There are so many factors to consider when setting up a reef tank that it is impossible to
cover everything in a single article. Therefore I have provided a list of references at the end of
this article that I encourage you to read as much of as possible BEFORE you start your
aquarium. It often strikes me as strange that although most rational people will spend weeks
researching and reading everything they can about a major purchase such as a car, these same
people can turn around and hand over $5000 to purchase a reef aquarium setup, knowing very
little about it. In my experience, most aquarists end up spending 3x as much money as they
should have by fixing mistakes they made out of ignorance or by purchasing equipment/supplies
they later learned they could do without.One owes it to the animals that will eventually be put into
these systems, to learn as much as you can BEFORE you begin. Reading everything you can
get your hands on will probably serve to show you that there are many different ways advocated
to keep these systems, and you will become quite confused. At this point you should seek out
knowledgeable people in your area who have reef systems and see what they are doing. If there
is an aquarium club in your area with a marine group, then join it. If there is no aquarium club
then join the specialty societies listed in many aquarium magazines. In the aquarium club I
belong to, the most common comment made by new members is "I wish I had known about you
people before I started!" Also, frequent the marine store in your area and get their advice. But
more importantly, frequenting a marine store will expose you to other hobbyists, and it is from
these people that you can also learn a great deal. Finally, no matter what advice you get, you
must learn to exercise caution, a healthy dose of skepticism and common sense.Cost
BreakdownBelow is given a rough outline on the costs involved in setting up a 65 gallon reef
system. It is very difficult to give an accurate cost breakdown due to the wide variety of



equipment and prices available. Careful comparison shopping should lower the total.65 Gallon
Aquarium $200Stand $100Light SystemFluorescent $400Metal Halide $500Trickle Filter $300-
$400Water Pump $200Powerhead $30Plumbing Materials $200Protein Skimmer $200-
$400Live Rock $5-$8 per lb.Salt $20Test Kits $150Total: ~$2500Cost BreakdownBelow is given
a rough outline on the costs involved in setting up a 65 gallon reef system. It is very difficult to
give an accurate cost breakdown due to the wide variety of equipment and prices available.
Careful comparison shopping should lower the total.65 Gallon Aquarium $200Stand $100Light
SystemFluorescent $400Metal Halide $500Trickle Filter $300-$400Water Pump
$200Powerhead $30Plumbing Materials $200Protein Skimmer $200-$400Live Rock $5-$8 per
lb.Salt $20Test Kits $150Total: ~$2500Cost BreakdownBelow is given a rough outline on the
costs involved in setting up a 65 gallon reef system. It is very difficult to give an accurate cost
breakdown due to the wide variety of equipment and prices available. Careful comparison
shopping should lower the total.65 Gallon Aquarium $200Stand $100Light SystemFluorescent
$400Metal Halide $500Trickle Filter $300-$400Water Pump $200Powerhead $30Plumbing
Materials $200Protein Skimmer $200-$400Live Rock $5-$8 per lb.Salt $20Test Kits $150Total: ~
$2500Having said all of the above, I would like to say that the methods I will cover in this article
are based on my own experience, those of dozens of others and what I have seen in my travels
across North America and Europe. I am not saying that this is the only way to do it, nor
necessarily the best way, but it is what has worked for me and many others. If anyone tells you
that their way is the best or only way to proceed then they are not only fooling you but
themselves as well. The intent of this article will be to serve as a guide to get you started with a
65-gallon aquarium in such a way as to ensure the greatest possible chance for success, at a
reasonable expense. Once you gain experience and confidence, then you can start looking for
ways to change or improve your system.1. Aquarium Selection and PlacementThe first thing you
must decide upon is what type of reef aquarium you want to maintain. Do you want to keep
mainly soft corals or stony corals or are algae more your thing? The types of animals you choose
to keep will have a great deal of influence on the type of aquarium and ancillary equipment you
will need to purchase. You must realize that beginning a marine reef aquarium is a major
commitment. You will be keeping animals that come to you directly from the wild. Therefore, you
must be prepared to do what ever it takes to keep them in the best possible health. A reef
aquarium is not something you can just set up and walk away from. Really good reef aquariums
require time and nurturing to reach their full potential two or three years down the road. As a
good friend of mine once wrote, only bad things happen quickly in a reef aquarium; good things
happen slowly (Paletta, 1992). If you are not prepared to make this type of commitment, then this
branch of the hobby is not for you.Generally speaking, the larger the aquarium, the more
forgiving it is of mistakes in water quality management. Not to say that aquariums of less than 50
gallons cannot be kept, only that one needs to be a little more vigilant that's all. A small mistake,
such as a stuck heater, will have a much greater and quicker effect in a small aquarium
compared to a larger aquarium. The greatest drawback to large aquariums though, is that you



have to spend quite a bit of money to fill it with animals, perform water changes and it takes
longer to clean.When looking for an aquarium, beware the tall, narrow variety often available.
They present numerous problems such as a poor surface area to volume ratio (very important
for proper gas exchange), and difficulties in decorating and cleaning. An aquarium should at
least be as deep as it is high. The standard 48"x18"x18" 65-gallon aquarium is an ideal size to
begin with. It's length easily allows for the use of the most commonly available 48" fluorescent
and metal halide lighting systems, and its depth and height make it easy to decorate and
maintain.Before purchasing an aquarium you should make sure that it fits in with the dimensions
of the room and that the floor where it will be placed can support the weight. Placing a reef
aquarium where it will receive a few hours of natural daylight is not a problem. In fact, it can be
quite beneficial to the light loving invertebrates you will be keeping. As long as no overheating
problems can occur, I see nothing wrong with this. The belief that natural sunlight will cause
algae outbreaks is nonsense in a properly run reef tank. When choosing a site for the aquarium,
keep in mind the availability of electrical outlets and a sink, both of which you will need ready
access to.
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